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Abstract 
The ratchet boundaries and ratchet strains are derived for the Bree problem and an elastic-
perfectly plastic material with different yield stresses on-load and off-load. The Bree problem 
consists of a constant uniaxial primary membrane stress and a cycling thermal bending stress. 
The ratchet problem with differing yield stresses is also solved for a modified loading in 
which both the primary membrane and thermal bending stresses cycle in-phase. The analytic 
solutions for the ratchet boundaries are compared with the results of deploying the linear 
matching method (LMM) and excellent agreement is found. Whilst these results are of 
potential utility for purely elastic-plastic behaviour, since yield stresses will often differ at the 
two ends of the cycle, the solution is also proposed as a means of assessing creep ratcheting 
via a creep ductility exhaustion approach.  
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1. Introduction 
The Bree problem, Refs.[1,2], addresses uniaxial ratcheting behaviour under a constant primary 
membrane stress, p , plus a secondary wall-bending stress which cycles between zero and some 
maximum elastic value, t . The secondary bending stress is strain controlled and is considered to be 
due to a uniform through-wall temperature gradient with the bending being fully restrained. Hence a 
net membrane strain might arise but the total bending strain is constrained to zero. Whilst the 
application that Bree had in mind in his original analyses, Refs.[1,2], was fast reactor fuel clad, and 
hence a cylindrical geometry, he analysed the problem as if for uniaxial stressing. Consequently the 
problem may be considered as relating to a beam of rectangular section. 
A modified Bree problem consists of considering the primary membrane load to also cycle, in-phase 
with the thermal load. For an elastic-perfectly plastic material, the Bree and modified Bree problems 
are analytically tractable. On a plot of t  against p , simple analytic expressions can be derived for 
the boundaries of the regions producing ratcheting. Within these regions expressions can be derived 
for the ratchet strain per cycle. The case with cycling primary load was first discussed by Ng and 
Moreton, Refs.[3,4], and more recently by Bradford, Ref.[5]. 
The solutions of Refs.[1-5] all assume the same yield stress at all times during the load cycle. 
Realistically, yield stresses will vary around the cycle, for example due to temperature dependence. In 
this paper the ratchet boundaries and ratchet strains are derived for both the Bree and modified Bree 
problems but assuming different yield stresses on-load and off-load. For this purpose “on-load” is 
identified as being when the thermal load is acting whereas “off-load” is when there is no thermal 
load. The yield stress off-load, py , is assumed to be greater than or equal to the yield stress on-
load,
c
y . The problem is analytically tractable in the same manner as Refs.[1-5]. Ratcheting problems 
which admit analytical solutions are scarce, and hence valuable. More commonly some form of 
numerical technique is used to solve ratcheting problems, particularly for applications to real 
structures. The use of finite element analysis with direct cyclic analysis methods, Ref.[6], can 
calculate the stabilised steady-state response of structures with far less computational effort than full 
step-by-step analysis. A technique which has been gaining ground in this respect is the Linear 
Matching Method (LMM), Refs.[7-10]. LMM is distinguished from other simplified methods in 
ensuring that both equilibrium and compatibility are satisfied at each stage. It can also accommodate 
temperature dependent yield stress, Ref.[11]. The method has been used here to confirm the analytic 
solutions for the ratchet boundaries for both the Bree and modified Bree loadings with distinct on-load 
and off-load yield stresses. 
In the creep regime, ratcheting may be due to a combination of creep and plastic strains. It is common 
practice in design codes and assessment procedures to assess plastic ratcheting and creep ratcheting 
separately. For example, the avoidance of plastic ratcheting is assured in R5, Ref.[12], by a 
shakedown assessment for which the acceptable limit is based on an appropriately factored tensile 
proof strength. In contrast, the avoidance of excessive accumulation of creep ratchet strains is 
assessed by a distinct step in the R5, Ref.[12], procedure, where it is referred to as "cyclically 
enhanced creep". The methodology for the cyclically enhanced creep assessment requires the 
identification of a "core stress", representative of the elastic core of the section. This core stress is 
entered into a suitable creep rupture expression to determine the operating time at which creep 
ratcheting may become a concern. This approach to assessing creep ratcheting is exemplified by the 
work of O'Donnell and Porowski, Ref.[13], and similar procedures to that of R5 can be found in 
ASME III NH, Ref.[14]. It is important to recall that this type of assessment against excessive creep 
ratcheting is valid only if the various other steps in the codes/procedures are correctly applied. In 
particular the structure must also be within certain primary stress and stress range limits and also pass 
the tests for plastic shakedown and creep rupture.  
If attention were confined to elastic-plastic behaviour, the duration of the loading conditions would be 
of no consequence. Hence, in deriving purely plastic ratchet conditions it does not matter whether the 
thermal load is a short duration transient condition or is sustained during the on-load steady operating 
condition. In contrast, the duration of the loading becomes important if creep is significant. The core 
stress derived by O'Donnell and Porowski, Ref.[13], and adopted in R5, Ref.[12], refers to the 
condition after the thermal load has been removed, i.e., it assumes that the thermal load is a transient 
condition and is not acting during the creep dwell in steady operation. This paper proposes an 
alternative approach to the assessment of creep ratcheting which is applicable when the thermal load 
is sustained during steady on-load operation. For this purpose, the effective “yield” stress when on-
load, cy , is reinterpreted as the stress giving 0.2% inelastic strain on the isochronous creep curve at 
the operating temperature and over a single operating dwell. The ratcheting analysis provides 
separately the creep and plastic ratchet strains per cycle. Rather than using a core stress together with 
a creep rupture formulation, an assessment criterion can then be defined via an acceptable creep 
ratchet strain based on the creep ductility of the material.  
2. Analysis: Bree Loading  
Elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour is assumed with differing effective yield stresses on-load ( cy ) and 
off-load ( py ) as shown by Fig.1. Young’s modulus, E , is assumed constant. If there is no creep then 
c
y  and 
p
y  are simply the 0.2% proof stresses under the on-load and off-load conditions respectively 
(possibly multiplied by some shakedown factor, SK ). If creep is included then the thermal load is 
taken to be a steady load, sustained during operation in the creep regime. The on-load effective 
“yield” stress, cy , is then reinterpreted as the stress giving 0.2% inelastic strain on the isochronous 
creep curve at the operating temperature and over a single operating dwell (again possibly multiplied 
by some shakedown factor, SK ). The other yield stress,
p
y , is also reinterpreted as the smallest 0.2% 
proof stress ( SK ) at temperatures between the off-load and on-load conditions. Hence the two 
“yield” stresses, cy  and 
p
y , can be aligned with creep and plastic behaviour. For either 
interpretation the ratio of the two effective “yield” strengths is defined, 
    1
p
y
c
y


        (1) 
The wall thickness is t  and the through-wall coordinate, x , varies from 2/t  on one surface to 
2/t  on the other. The tensile side of bending on-load is taken as 0x . Calculation of the ratchet 
boundary and the ratchet strains proceeds exactly as for other Bree-type analyses, Refs.[1-5], the sole 
difference being the differing yield strengths at the two ends of the loading cycle. Note that the yield 
strength is assumed to be uniform through the thickness of the plate at all times. (Since there may be a 
temperature gradient across the wall, this is necessarily an approximation).  
The key equations for Bree loading are, 
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Eq.(2) expresses the total strain as the sum of the elastic strain, the inelastic strain ( p ) and the 
thermal strain. In general, the inelastic strain is the sum of the plastic and creep strains. 
The secondary bending is envisaged as arising from a through-wall temperature gradient. To generate 
the stress, the bending of the section is considered as restrained. Hence the total strain, , as given by 
Eq.(2), must be uniform through the wall. Eq.(3) is the corresponding requirement when shut down, 
when the temperature gradient is removed. Eq.(4) requires the stress distribution across the wall to be 
in equilibrium with the applied primary membrane load. In Bree loading Eq.(4) applies both on-load 
and off-load, since the primary membrane stress is assumed non-cycling.  
Ratcheting conditions can arise when yielding takes place on-load on one surface only (Fig.2) or on 
both surfaces (Fig.3). These Figures show the stress distribution through the wall both on-load and 
off-load. A third ratcheting case arises when the stress distribution takes the form of Fig.2 when on-
load (yielding on one surface only) but takes the form of Fig.3 when off-load (yielding on both 
surfaces). This will be referred to as “Fig.2/3”. Various other qualitatively different distributions of 
stress and strain are possible which do not ratchet, but attention is confined here to the ratcheting 
cases. The three cases, Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.2/3, cover all ratcheting conditions.  
The requirement for ratcheting is that all parts of the section yield in tension under one or other of the 
two loading conditions. Hence, for ratcheting we require: for Fig.2: ba  ; for Fig.3: ce  ; for 
Fig.2/3: ca  . Eqs.(2-4) suffice to find expressions for the dimensions fedcba ,,,,,  in Figs.2,3 and 
hence the ratchet conditions and ratchet strains can be found. The usual dimensionless loads X  and 
Y  are defined using the off-load (or plastic) yield strength,
p
y , 
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For Fig.2 to be applicable it is required that cy 1  and 
p
y 2 . For Fig.2/3 to be applicable it 
is required only that cy 1 . Hence the boundaries between the regions in which Fig.2, Fig.3 and 
Fig.2/3 are applicable are defined by cy 1  and 
p
y 2  which can be written in terms of YX ,  
as, 
c
y 1  gives the "Creep Hyperbola":   
2  XY     (6) 
p
y 2  gives the "Plastic Hyperbola" :   11  XY      (7) 
Since 1  the creep hyperbola lies above the plastic hyperbola on the  YX ,  plot. Hence the 
ratcheting region of the  YX ,  plot is divided into three sub-regions, as illustrated by Fig.4 for the 
case 6.0 , 
 Type 1 (Fig.2): Below both hyperbolae; 
 Type 2 (Fig.3): Above both hyperbolae; 
 Type 3 (Fig.2/3): Between the two hyperbolae. 
As illustrated by Fig.4, each of these three regions is further divided into two regions, of type R and 
type CR. Ratcheting occurs above the lower boundary of regions CR. The total ratchet strain is, 
Regions CR1 and R1:       XYXYY
y
total
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Regions CR3 and R3:   XYYXY
y
total
ratchet  


21     (10) 
where the “yield strain” is defined as, 
    
E
p
y
y

         (11) 
The ratchet boundary is defined by the above ratchet strains becoming zero and hence is, 
Lower boundary of CR1:     21 XXY        (12) 
Lower boundary of CR2: XY        (13) 
The common point of intersection of the hyperbolae (6) and (7) and the ratchet boundaries (12) and 
(13) is 




1
X , 1Y , and this defines the lowest point of region CR3 (see Fig.4).  
For the interpretation without creep, the total ratchet strain, given by the relevant Eq.(8-10), is all 
plastic strain and the lower boundary of regions CR1/CR2 given by Eqs.(12,13) is the plastic ratchet 
boundary and depends upon the ratio of the two plastic yield strengths, .  
For the interpretation with creep we wish to distinguish between creep ratchet strains and plastic 
ratchet strains. This can be done by noting that the purely plastic ratchet strains and plastic ratchet 
boundaries are obtained from (8,9,12,13) by putting 1 . The result is consistent with the Bree 
analysis, Refs.[1,2], and the expressions are given explicitly in Tables 1 and 2, labelled “plastic 
ratchet strain” and “plastic ratchet boundary”. The region above these plastic ratchet boundaries are 
denoted R1, R2, R3 on Fig.4. Consequently we can identify CR1, CR2, CR3 as the regions in which 
ratcheting is occurring but would not occur if the behaviour was purely plastic, i.e., with no creep. 
Consequently the whole of the ratchet strain given by (8-10) may be interpreted as creep ratchet strain 
in regions CR1, CR2, CR3. However, in regions R1, R2, R3 both plasticity and creep contribute to 
ratcheting. The plastic ratchet strain is known on the basis of the expressions with   set to unity, and 
hence the creep ratchet strains follow by subtracting this plastic ratchet strain from the total ratchet 
strain given by (8-10). Table 2 gives the resulting complete set of plastic and creep ratchet strains in 
all regions. 
Fig.5 shows the ratchet boundaries and sub-regions for   values of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, 
noting that the lower boundary of the R-regions (the plastic ratchet boundary) is the same in every 
case. Table 1 summarises the algebraic expressions for the various curves on Fig.5. 
3. Analysis: Modified Bree Loading  
The modification to the loading consists of considering the primary membrane load to cycle between 
zero off-load and its maximum value on-load, i.e., in-phase with the thermal load. The controlling 
equations are again (2-4) except that Eq.(4) now applies only on-load. Off-load the equilibrium 
condition becomes, 
Off-Load:   0
2/
2/



t
t
dx        (14) 
A stress distribution like Fig.2 cannot apply for modified Bree loading because (14) requires that the 
stress distribution be anti-symmetric off-load. Hence Fig.2 is replaced by Fig.6. This is the case when 
yielding occurs on only one surface on-load. The case when yielding occurs on both surfaces both on-
load and off-load is again given qualitatively by Fig.3, except that we now must have dc   in order 
to obey (14). The same “creep hyperbola”, (6), arises from the requirement cy 1  in Fig.6. 
Because the “plastic hyperbola”, (7), does not enter the analysis at this stage, the total ratchet strain 
expression is the same in type 1 and type 3 regions, 
Regions CR1, R1, CR3 and R3:    XYY
y
total
ratchet  


21     (15) 
Regions CR2 and R2:    


 1
XY
y
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The corresponding ratchet boundaries are, 
Lower boundary of CR1 and CR3:  21
4
1
 Y
Y
X      (17) 
Lower boundary of CR2:   1 XY       (18) 
For the interpretation without creep, the total ratchet strain, given by Eq.(15) or Eq.(16), is all plastic 
strain and the lower boundary of regions CR1/CR2/CR3 given by Eqs.(17,18) is the plastic ratchet 
boundary and depends upon the ratio of the two plastic yield strengths, .  
For the interpretation with creep we again note that the purely plastic ratchet strains and plastic ratchet 
boundaries are obtained from (15-18) by putting 1 . The result is consistent with the analyses of 
modified Bree loading in Refs.[3-5], and the expressions are given explicitly in Tables 3 and 4, 
labelled “plastic ratchet strain” and “plastic ratchet boundary”. However the type 1 and type 3 plastic 
ratchet strains are discontinuous across the “creep hyperbola”, (6), being continuous only across the 
“plastic hyperbola”, (7). This motivates the introduction of the intermediate ratchet region of type 3, 
lying between the two hyperbolae, just as for Bree loading.  
We can again identify CR1, CR2, CR3 as the regions in which ratcheting is occurring but would not 
occur if the behaviour was purely plastic, i.e., with no creep. Consequently the whole of the ratchet 
strain given by (15,16) may be interpreted as creep ratchet strain in regions CR1, CR2, CR3. In 
regions R1, R2, R3 the creep ratchet strain follows by subtracting the plastic ratchet strain from the 
total ratchet strain given by (15,16). The creep and plastic ratchet strains summarised in Table 4 are 
continuous across all boundaries (as given in Table 3). The region above the plastic ratchet boundaries 
are denoted R1, R2, R3 on Fig.7 (for the case 8.0 ). Because our analysis necessarily restricts X  
to a maximum value, X , not all these regions always occur. For example, region R1 is absent for 
6.0 , see Fig.8.  
Fig.9 shows the ratchet boundaries and sub-regions for   values of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, 
noting that the lower boundaries of the R-regions (plastic ratchet boundaries) are the same in every 
case. Table 3 summarises the algebraic expressions for the various curves in Fig.9. 
Finally, Fig.10 compares the plastic and creep ratchet boundaries for Bree and modified Bree loading 
for the case 6.0 . As was observed in Refs.[3-5] for plastic ratcheting, the modified Bree loading 
is substantially less onerous than the original Bree loading also for creep ratcheting.  
4. Confirmation of Analysis Using LMM 
Calculating the steady state response of structures subject to cyclic loading can require a large number 
of increments in a full step-by-step analysis which becomes computationally expensive. As a result, 
direct methods have been developed to assess the stabilised response of structures subject to cyclic 
loading, e.g., Ref.[6]. The LMM method has been extended beyond the range of most other direct 
methods by including the evaluation of the ratchet limit and also the steady state cyclic behaviour 
with creep fatigue interaction, see Ref.[9]. Experience with the LMM method is accumulating and the 
method is proving to be robust, Ref.[10]. Consequently the LMM method has been used to analyse the 
problems considered analytically in §2 and §3. This may be considered as a verification of the 
analysis of §2 and §3, or as a validation of the LMM code, according to taste.  
LMM runs were carried out to locate the shakedown and ratchet boundaries for the case 1  and the 
ratchet boundaries for the case 6.0 . The results for Bree loading are shown in comparison with 
the analytic results in Fig.11. The dashed curves are from the Bree analysis (shakedown and ratchet 
boundaries). The continuous curve is the ratchet boundary from the analysis of §2 for 6.0 . The 
points are the LMM results and show excellent agreement with the analytical results in all cases. The 
basis of the LMM results are the shakedown bounding theorems of Koiter, Ref.[15], for the upper 
bounds and of Melan, Ref.[16], for the lower bounds. The former applies an energy balance between 
work done and internal energy dissipation. The latter uses the residual stress generated by the solution 
to ensure that the yield stress is not violated at any time during the cycle.  
The particular version of the LMM code used here finds the level of additional steady loading which 
can be added before ratcheting occurs. This is not ideal for the case of the modified Bree loading 
because this involves no steady loading. (Versions of the code to avoid this limitation are in 
development). However the code can be deployed for this loading by ensuring that the amount of 
additional steady loading which is required is very small. LMM runs were carried out for modified 
Bree loading to locate the shakedown and ratchet boundaries for the case 1  and the ratchet 
boundaries for the case 6.0 . The results are shown in Fig.12 (which also indicates the small 
steady load which was included as explained above). The dashed curves are from the analyses of 
Refs.[3-5] (shakedown and ratchet boundaries). The continuous curve is the ratchet boundary from the 
analysis of §3 for 6.0 . The points are the LMM results and again show excellent agreement with 
the analytical results in all cases. 
 
5. Conclusion - Assessment of Creep Ratcheting 
Having obtained the creep ratchet strain per cycle, cratchet , the total creep ratchet strain over N  cycles 
is cratchetN . The proposal is that the acceptability of this creep ratchet strain can be assessed by 
comparison with the creep ductility of the material. Various options may be proposed as regards how 
conservatism should be built into this procedure. One option is to use lower bound proof stress and 
isochronous creep deformation data, in which case it may be adequate to employ the best estimate 
creep ductility. Alternatively, best estimate proof stress and isochronous creep deformation data may 
be used together with the lower bound creep ductility.  
This method for assessing creep ratcheting is similar in spirit to that proposed by Carter et al., Ref. 
[17], being based on elastic perfectly plastic cyclic analysis but without explicit time dependence. 
Instead, “time dependence is addressed by specifying a pseudo yield strength that bounds creep strain 
accumulation by appropriately choosing the time and temperature” (Ref. [17]). However the present 
paper also presents an explicit, exact, analytic solution of the Bree and modified Bree problems under 
these conditions. 
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Table 1 Ratchet Boundaries and Ratchet Sub-Regions: Bree Loading 
Boundary Curve (see Figure 4) Equation 
(1) Creep ratchet boundary, type 1     21 XXY    
(2) Creep ratchet boundary, type 2 XY  
(3) Plastic ratchet boundary, type 1  XY  14  
(4) Plastic ratchet boundary, type 2 1XY  
(5) "Creep hyperbola"   2  XY  
(6) "Plastic hyperbola"   11  XY  
Common point of intersection of (1), (2), (5), (6) 




1
X          1Y  
Common point of intersection of (3), (4), (6) 
2
1
X                2Y  
 
 
Table 2 Ratchet Strains (Interpreted with Creep), Bree Loading  
The total ratchet strain is the sum of the creep and plastic ratchet strains. The 
algebraic expression for the total ratchet strain is the same in regions R as in the 
corresponding region CR. When interpreted without creep this total ratchet strain is 
all plastic ratchet strain with on-load:off-load yield stress ratio   as in Fig.1. 
Ratcheting Region 
Creep Ratchet  
Strain ( y/ ) 
Plastic Ratchet 
Strain ( y/ ) 
R1 
Above  XY  14  
Below   11  XY  
    XYXY  12    XYY  122  
R2 
Above 1XY  
Above   2  XY  
  





 11


XY
  12 XY  
R3 
Above 1XY  
Above   11  XY  
Below   2  XY  
   XYXY  211   12 XY  
CR1 
Above     21 XXY    
Below  XY  14  
Below   11  XY  
    XYXYY  12  0 
CR2 
Above XY  
Below 1XY  
Above   2  XY  
 







 
XY
1
 0 
CR3 
Below 1XY  
Above   11  XY  
Below   2  XY  
 XYYXY  21  0 
 
Table 3 Ratchet Boundaries and Ratchet Sub-Regions: Modified Bree Loading 
Boundary Curve (see Figure 7) Equation 
(1) Creep ratchet boundary, type 1 
 21
4
1
 Y
Y
X  
(2) Creep ratchet boundary, type 2  1 XY  
(3) Plastic ratchet boundary, type 1 
 21
4
1
1  Y
Y
X  
(4) Plastic ratchet boundary, type 2 2XY  
(5) "Creep hyperbola"   2  XY  
(6) "Plastic hyperbola"   11  XY  
Common point of intersection of (1), (2), (5)  


21
1


X          21Y  
Common point of intersection of (3), (4), (6) 
3
2
X                     3Y  
 
 
Table 4 Ratchet Strains (Interpreted with Creep), Modified Bree Loading 
The total ratchet strain is the sum of the creep and plastic ratchet strains. The 
algebraic expression for the total ratchet strain is the same in regions R as in the 
corresponding region CR. When interpreted without creep this total ratchet strain is 
all plastic ratchet strain with on-load:off-load yield stress ratio   as in Fig.1. 
Ratcheting Region 
Creep Ratchet  
Strain ( y/ ) 
Plastic Ratchet 
Strain ( y/ ) 
R1 
Above   






Y
YX
1
11
4
1
1  
Below   11  XY  
    XYXY  12   XYY  121  
R2 
Above 2XY  
Above   2  XY  
  





 11


XY
 2XY  
R3 
Above 2XY  
Above   11  XY  
Below   2  XY  
   XYXY  211  2XY  
CR1 
Above   






Y
YX
1
11
4
1
  
Below   






Y
YX
1
11
4
1
1  
Below   11  XY  
 XYY  21  0 
CR2 
Above  1 XY  
Below 2XY  
Above   2  XY  
 

 1
XY
 0 
CR3 
Below 2XY  
Above   






Y
YX
1
11
4
1
  
Above   11  XY  
Below   2  XY  
 XYY  21  0 
 
 Figure 1 The Idealised Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Stress-Strain Curves 
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Figure 2 Stress Distributions Which Can Lead to Ratcheting (R1/CR1) 
  Plasticity on One Surface Only at Each Load Condition 
  Bree Loading. NOT TO SCALE - SCHEMATIC ONLY 
 
 
Figure 3 Stress Distributions Which Can Lead to Ratcheting (R2/CR2) 
  Plasticity on Both Surfaces at Both Load Conditions 
  Bree Loading. NOT TO SCALE - SCHEMATIC ONLY 
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 Figure 4 Ratchet Regions Illustrated for Bree Loading and α = 0.6 
R1,R2,R3 = plastic and creep ratcheting; CR1,CR2,CR3 = creep ratcheting only 
Ratchet Regions, Bree Loading, alpha = 0.6
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Figure 5 Ratchet Boundaries for Bree Loading and Various α 
Ratchet Boundaries for Various Alpha
Bree Loading
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Figure 6 Stress Distributions Which Can Lead to Ratcheting (R1/CR1) 
  Plasticity on One Surface Only when at Power 
  Modified Bree Loading. NOT TO SCALE - SCHEMATIC ONLY 
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Figure 7 Ratchet Regions Illustrated for Modified Bree Loading and α = 0.8 
R1,R2,R3 = plastic and creep ratcheting; CR1,CR2,CR3 = creep ratcheting only 
Ratchet Regions
Modified Bree Loading, alpha = 0.8
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Figure 8 Ratchet Regions Illustrated for Modified Bree Loading and α = 0.6  
R2,R3 = plastic and creep ratcheting; CR1,CR2,CR3 = creep ratcheting only 
Ratchet Regions
Modified Bree Loading, alpha = 0.6
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Figure 9 Ratchet Boundaries for Modified Bree Loading and Various α 
Ratchet Boundaries for Various Alpha
Modified Bree Loading
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Figure 10 Ratchet Boundaries for Bree and Modified Bree Loading    
  Compared (Illustrated for α = 0.6) 
Ratchet Regions for Bree Loading and
Modified Bree Loading Compared
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Figure 11 Analytic Ratcheting Boundaries Compared With LMM Derivation: 
Bree Loading  
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Figure 12 Analytic Ratcheting Boundaries Compared With LMM Derivation: 
Modified Bree Loading  
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